
DATASHEET
BONBORI 
Floor light

PC1167

Description

Tech. description

The first outdoor lighting collection in the Brokis portfolio, Bonbori was 
created by world-renowned Japanese designer Fumie 
Shibata, who took inspiration from the traditional paper lamps lining the 
paths to shrines and temples during the annual rice harvest festival in 
Japan. 

The light comprises a metal body, base bracket, glass shade, and 
diffusor. All metal components are crafted from stainless steel. The 
light is IP44 compliant and is connected directly to inground wiring. 

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATION

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATION CERTIFICATIONS

Weight:
Construction material:
Cord length [mm]:
Mounting:
Environment:

 15.5 kg
 glass, stainless steel
 -
 Floor
 Outdoor

 230 V
 50-60 Hz
 60 W
 44
 E27
 -
 A+ to E  depending on light source

Input voltage [V]:
Freqvency [Hz]:
Max. power [W]:
Coverage IP:
Socket:
Light source:
Energy class:

Fumie Shibata Desing SS company

Type:

Name:

ID:

Designed by:

Colours options: https://brokis.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/brokis_sp/ETOdJPuThVZFtNIms2aJp9ABHIkFICNPlCSo0m2W3LvOHw
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Socket
Type
Lamp wattage [W]
Input voltage [V]
Energy class
Flux [lm]
Light colour [K]
CRI
Lifespan [h]
Dimmable
Dimensions h x w 
[mm]

E27
LED filament
11 W
220 - 240 VAC
E
1250 lm
2700 K
90
20000h
yes
175 x 32 mm

CM8790   

   

RECOMMENDED BULBS
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DATASHEET
FIXING

INNER FIXTURE

Dimensions O x w [mm]
Weight [kg]
Material

120x415 mm
0,5 kg
stainless steel

Drawing Hole placement
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PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Name BONBORI OUTDOOR LARGE

Type floor lamp, outdoor lamp

ID PC1167

Description The very first outdoor lighting collection in the Brokis portfolio, Bonbori was created by world-renowned Japanese designer
Fumie Shibata, who took inspiration from the traditional paper lamps that line the paths to shrines and temples during the
annual paddy harvest festivals in Japan. In Japanese, the word bonbori not only denotes this traditional form of lighting, it
also describes the soft light coming from within a snowy cave. Manufactured in compliance with the IP44 rating for outdoor
use, the light makes use of a simple stainless-steel base finished in an environmentally friendly weather-resistant powder
coating. The easily removable LED light source, which can withstand below-freezing temperatures, casts a gentle glow
through a diffusor and laser-cut openings in the stainless steel. The likeness to the traditional bonbori lamp is achieved with
an elegant handblown glass shade, an extraordinary piece crafted from multiple layers of carefully moulded glass. The light
comes with either opal or opaline glass, while the metal base is available in black matte, copper metallic matte, or grey
metallic matte. The light is engineered for connection via underground wiring. Whether in the garden, on the terrace, or in
other outdoor settings, the soft, gentle light of Bonbori pays tribute to a Japanese tradition by creating a unique and festive
ambience to be enjoyed as thoroughly in solitude as with family and friends. There is also an interior version.

Technical description Manufactured in compliance with the IP44 rating for outdoor use, the new light makes use of a simple stainless-steel base
finished in an environmentally friendly weather-resistant powder coating. The easily removable LED light source, which can
withstand below-freezing temperatures, casts a gentle glow through a diffusor and laser-cut openings in the stainless steel.
The likeness to the traditional bonbori lamp is achieved with an elegant handblown glass shade, an extraordinary piece
crafted from multiple layers of carefully moulded glass. The light comes with either opal or opaline glass, while the metal
base is available in black matte, copper metallic matte, or grey metallic matte. The light is engineered for connection via
underground wiring.

Glass Colour
smoke grey - transparent glass A CGC516
smoke brown - transparent glass A CGC538
opaline - transparent glass A CGC38
triplex opal A CGC39

Glass surface
glossy surface A CGSU66

Body finish
metal - black matte powder coating A CCS846
copper metallic A CCS2748
grey metallic A CCS2749

Recommended Bulbs
230V, E27, 11W, 2700K, 1250lm, RA90, 360°, DIM A CEBEU2750

Dimmable version
TRIAC - STANDARD OPTION A CEDV2865
CASAMBI CBU-TED A CEDV2855
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